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Abstract 

The direct methane to methanol (DMTM) conversion is often referred to as a ‘dream reaction’ with 
enormous potential to alter energy sector and chemical industry. After O2-activation, Cu-exchanged 
zeolites form CuxOy species that activate CH4 and release it in the form of CH3OH upon interaction 
with H2O. Despite extensive research efforts in the last years, several questions concerning the 
influence of materials composition and process parameters on the reaction mechanism remain open. 
Herein, we characterize Cu-MOR zeolites with different composition by operando X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy (XAS), monitoring their spectroscopic response under two characteristic DMTM 
reaction protocols varied in the duration of the key reaction steps. Linear Combination Fit (LCF) 
analysis of the time-resolved X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra collected during 
CH4-loading and steam-assisted CH3OH extraction enabled to quantify the abundance of different Cu 
species during these two steps. Data analysis revealed a positive linear correlation between the 
methanol yield generated per incorporated copper and the Cu(I) component formed during the CH4-
loading step. Cu(I) development during CH4-loading is accompanied by modifications in the extended 
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra suggesting substantial rearrangement in the active 
site structure. The obtained results provide new mechanistic insights for the DMTM over Cu-MOR. 
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1 Introduction 

Methane (CH4) constitutes the major component of natural gas and is largely utilized as an energy 
carrier and basis for chemicals production [1]. However, due to transportation challenges huge 
amounts of CH4 are flared and vented, contributing to the greenhouse effect and resulting in the sheer 
waste of an abundant natural resource [2]. Current industrial processes for the conversion of CH4 to 
liquid chemicals - especially oxygenates such as CH3OH - pass through the syngas route. The latter 
process requires the highly energy-intensive production of synthesis gas (mixture of CO, H2 and CO2) 
prior to methanol synthesis, hindering its implementation for small-scale use, due to the so-called rule 
of ‘economy of scale’ [3]. Therefore, the direct conversion of CH4 to oxygenates has been 
investigated for several decades and even applied industrially, especially in the first half of the 20th 
century in the United States [4], due to the large economic and environmental benefits that it could 
provide [5-8]. However, a direct process with high conversion and selectivity to high-value products 
is far from commercial realization. 

The direct selective oxidation of CH4 to CH3OH over Cu-zeolites has been first reported by 
Groothaert et al. for the MFI framework [9] and thoroughly studied by different research groups in 
the recent years, extending the scope to other framework structures [10-14]. The conversion is 
achieved through a chemical looping approach. The zeolite is initially activated in oxidizing 
atmosphere (commonly in O2) at high temperature (400 – 500 °C) in order to generate active CuxOy 
moieties. These species then are able to activate CH4 and stabilize the reaction intermediates at lower 
temperatures, typically 200 °C. These are subsequently isothermally extracted by hydrolysis with 
water vapour in the form of oxygenates i.e. CH3OH and CH3OCH3. Recently, the conversion was 
also demonstrated under anaerobic conditions. In such a process scheme, the H2O molecules used for 
extraction are proposed to play a twofold role: they energetically favor CH3OH desorption and 
regenerate the active Cu site through water splitting under H2 generation [13, 15]. 

For both approaches, different Cu-exchanged zeolite structures have been proved to be active, among 
them Cu-MOR [11, 13, 16, 17], Cu-MAZ [18, 19], and Cu-CHA [12, 20-22] exhibiting highest yields. 
The exact nature and structure of active sites responsible for the DMTM reaction is still debated and 
a variety of Cu-oxo species have been suggested to possess such activity, mostly defined by the zeolite 
topology. Specifically, for Cu-MOR the differences in Cu/Al ratio, the origin of the parent material, 
the copper exchange procedure and the activation conditions result in Cu-oxo species with different 
nuclearity hosted at extra-framework sites in the zeolite. Mono-, di- and tri-copper configurations 
have been proposed as possible active sites, with different stability and activity [11, 13, 15, 23, 24].  

Sushkevich et al. observed that rising Si/Al ratio of the MOR framework decreases the nuclearity of 
the Cu sites formed in the pores with low Al contents enhancing the population of mono-copper 
species [15]. In the same context, we have recently applied multivariate curve resolution (MCR) 
analysis of high-energy resolution X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) data to discriminate among 
active and inactive Cu in O2-activated MOR materials with different composition. Data analysis 
unambiguously revealed di-copper Cu2Ox active site in the investigated sample series [16]. 

Overall, correlation of the material properties with productivity data as well as spectroscopic results 
point to the coexistence of multiple active and inactive Cu configurations. Apart from the different 
nature of active sites towards activation of CH4, the reaction conditions have been identified to affect 
the productivity of the Cu-zeolite [12, 16, 18, 25]. Prolonged O2 activation at high temperature, long 
reaction times with CH4, and reaction with CH4 at high pressure have all shown to boost the 
productivity [8, 12, 18, 26] 
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Following the generation of Cu active species during high-temperature treatment in oxidizing 
atmosphere, CH4 is introduced and oxidized. The cleavage of the C-H bond has been early proposed 
as the rate limiting step by Woertink et al. [27]. Later findings through density functional theory 
(DFT) modelling suggested that the activation of CH4 requires two adjacent mono(µ-oxo)dicopper 
sites able to host the methyl radical as well as the free proton resulting into [Cu(I)-OCH3-Cu(II)] and 
[Cu(I)-OH-Cu(II)] as reaction intermediates [28] This mechanism implies that four copper atoms in 
two di-copper sites participate in forming one CH3OH molecule. This limits the maximum allowed 
stoichiometric productivity to 0.25 mol CH3OH/mol Cu, while half of the Cu is reduced from Cu(II) 
to Cu(I). Recently Sushkevich et al. [13] evidenced by FTIR an increased Brønsted acidity during the 
activation of CH4, accompanied by the rise of a band corresponding to methoxy species. Based on 
these spectroscopic evidences, the authors proposed that a single CH4 molecule is activated on a di-
copper site resulting in a methoxy group stabilized at the Cu active site and one Brønsted site formed 
in its proximity [13]. The reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) has been a well-evidenced phenomenon during 
CH4-loading over O2-activated Cu-MOR zeolites [11, 13, 21, 28-30], corroborating the proposed 
mechanisms.  

Herein, we study two Cu-MOR zeolites by operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), 
monitoring their spectroscopic properties during application of two characteristic DMTM reaction 
protocols. We investigate thereby the need for and effects of increasing duration of key reaction steps, 
directly comparing the Cu K-edge XAS of Cu-MOR for selected combinations of sample composition 
and process protocols. The collected datasets show significant differences, mostly evident during the 
CH4-loading and steam-assisted CH3OH-extraction step. We show how the Cu-speciation can be 
quantified by applying LCF analysis to the time-dependent XANES collected during these steps, and 
how it can be linked to the performance of the materials under different protocols. Through these 
correlations, XANES LCF results in combination with EXAFS and on-line MS provide novel insights 
in the DMTM reaction mechanism over Cu-MOR 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Synthesis and physico-chemical characterization 

Commercial zeolites from Zeolyst were used as starting materials: CBV21A (NH4-MOR, Si/Al=11) 
and CBV10ADS (Na-MOR, Si/Al=7). Both were ion-exchanged with NH4NO3 (10 wt% in water) at 
60 °C for 5 h, one and three times respectively. Then the samples were washed NO3-free and NH3 
was burned off by heating (1 °C /min) in air at 500 °C for 8 h. The resulting H-form zeolites were 
cooled to RT, slowly rehydrating in air and then exchanged. Aqueous solutions of copper acetate 
(99.99%, Sigma-Aldrich) with 0.01 and 0.02 M were used for the exchange with a ratio of 60 
mLsolution/gzeolite. The process was conducted overnight under stirring at RT while adjusting the pH 
between 5.2 and 5.7 using a NH4OH-solution (28%, Sigma-Aldrich). After exchange, the materials 
were washed three times with water in order to remove excess copper ions and avoid overloading.  

The dispersion of Cu ions as well as the absence of large aggregates were confirmed by Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). The compositional characteristics of the 
two Cu-MOR samples, determined by Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS), are 
summarized in Table 1. In the following, the two materials will be identified as xCu-HMOR(y), where 
x = Cu/Al and y = Si/Al ratios. 

Table 1. Identification and compositional characteristics of the investigated Cu-MOR samples, determined by 
EDS. 
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Sample Si/Al  Cu/Al  Cu wt% 

0.36Cu-MOR(11) 11 0.36 3.18 

0.18Cu-HMOR(7) 7 0.18 2.33 

2.2 Operando X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) 

Operando XAS data during the DMTM conversion over 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) and 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) 
were collected at the BM31 [31] and BM23 [32] beamlines of the European Synchrotron Radiation 
Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). 

At the BM31 beamline the stepwise reaction was carried out according to the ‘Short Protocol’ (SP) 
schemed in Figure 1a. The experiments were conducted by loading ca. 3 mg of powder in a 1 mm 
diameter capillary reactor connected to an appropriate gas-flow setup. Temperature at the data 
collection point was controlled by a heat gun. A heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min and a total flow rate 
of 2 ml/min were employed for all the steps of the SP, namely O2-activation at 500 °C (90 min, 100% 
O2), CH4-loading at 200 °C (120 min, 100% CH4), and steam-assisted CH3OH extraction at 200 °C 
(ca. 60 min). Extraction was performed by flowing a 10% Ar/He mixture through a saturator with 
deionized water at 44 °C. The steam was then introduced to the sample and the effluent was analysed 
by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (MS), from Pfeiffer Vacuum. Using a capillary reactor (no dead 
volume, conveniently approximating a fixed-bed reactor), it was possible to quantify the CH3OH 
yield per Cu on-line during the operando XAS experiments (see Figure 7b,c, bottom panels).  

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the protocols adopted to monitor by operando XAS the stepwise DMTM 
conversion over Cu-MOR at (a) the BM31 beamline (Short Protocol, SP) and (b) at the BM23 beamline (Long 
Protocol, LP. 

 

Cu K-edge XAS spectra were collected in transmission mode, using a water-cooled flat Si(111) 
double-crystal monochromator detuned down to 65% of the maximum intensity for harmonics 
rejection. The incident (I0) and transmitted (I1) X-ray intensity were detected using 30 cm ionization 
chambers filled with a mixture of He and Ar. Continuous scans (with a constant angular speed of the 
monochromator) were performed in the 8800–9300 eV range with a 0.5 eV sampling. Acquisition 
time was ca. 5 min/scan. At the end of each reaction step along the SP, two longer scans (ca. 10 
min/scan) were acquired, in the 8800–10000 eV range.  
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At the BM23 beamline, the DMTM reaction was carried out according to the ‘Long Protocol’ (LP), 
schemed in Figure 1b. Aiming to get higher data quality in the EXAFS region, here we measured the 
same two Cu-MOR materials in the form of self-supporting pellets (optimized samples weights in the 
100−110 mg range for 1.3 cm2 area pellets, resulting in edge jumps Δμx in the 0.4−0.6 range for a 
total absorption after the edge of μx = 2.5). The pelletized Cu-zeolites were hosted in an ad hoc reactor 
cell developed at the BM23/ID24 beamlines of the ESRF [33]. After fixing the sample pellet inside, 
the reactor cell was closed and connected to a dedicated gas flow setup for the DMTM reaction. A 
heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min and a total flow rate of 8 ml/min was employed for all the steps of 
the LP, including O2-activation at 500 °C (480 min, 100% O2), CH4-loading at 200 °C (360 min, 
100% CH4), and steam-assisted CH3OH extraction at 200 °C (ca. 60 min). Extraction was performed 
by flowing Ar/He through a saturator with deionized water at 44 °C. The steam was then sent to the 
sample and the effluent was monitored by MS, as shown in Figure 2. With this experimental setup, 
MS allowed to qualitatively verify presence of the reaction products. However, due to the not 
negligible dead volume of the cell along with the small quantities of extracted product, it was not 
possible to use these collected MS data for quantification of the products. 

Cu K-edge XAS spectra for the LP were collected at BM23 in transmission mode, using a LN2-cooled 
flat Si(111) double-crystal monochromator. The incident (I0) and transmitted (I1,2) X-ray intensities 
were detected using ionization chambers filled with a mixture of He and Ar. The third ionization 
chamber (I2) was used for the simultaneous collection of the XANES spectrum of a Cu metal foil for 
the energy calibration of each spectrum [34]. Rejection of higher harmonics was done by two flat Si 
mirrors positioned at the angle of 2.5 mrad with respect to the incident beam. XAS scans were 
acquired in the 8800-9727 eV range, with the energy step of 5 eV in the pre-edge region, 0.2 eV in 

the XANES region and a constant k step of k = 0.035 Å-1 in the EXAFS region. Integration time 
was 1 s/point, resulting in ca. 15 min/scan. 

 
Figure 2. On-line MS data for CH3OH, CH3OCH3 (resulting from the condensation of two CH3OH molecules), 
and H2O, simultaneously collected along steam-assisted CH3OH extraction during operando XAS at the BM23 
beamline, following the LP for DMTM over (a) 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and (b) 0.18Cu-HMOR(7). 

 

The XAS spectra collected at both beamlines were normalized to unity edge jump using the Athena 

software from the Demeter package [35]. The (k) EXAFS functions were also extracted by using 
the Athena program. For the scans collected on the BM23 beamline, Fourier-transform (FT) EXAFS 

spectra were obtained by transforming the k2(k) functions in the (2.4 – 11.0) Å-1 range, thanks to the 
higher data quality achieved by using a pelletized sample. For the two longer scans collected on BM31 
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at the end of each reaction step, consistently with the lower homogeneity of powdered samples in a 
capillary reactor, a shorter (2.4 – 8.7) Å-1 k-range was used for the FT. 

2.3 XAS Linear Combination Fit (LCF) analysis 

Linear combination fit (LCF) analysis of the time-dependent operando XANES μexp (E) was 
performed in the 8970 – 9020 eV energy interval, using the Athena software from the Demeter 
package [35]. The operando XANES spectra collected during CH4-loading and steam-assisted 
CH3OH extraction were analysed using the three reference spectra shown in Figure 5a. These are 
representative of pseudo-octahedral Cu(II) aquo complexes (Cu(II)-hyd) as well as framework-
coordinated Cu(II) and Cu(I) species, referred to as Cu(II)-MOR and Cu(I)-MOR, respectively. 
Cu(II)-hyd was obtained by measuring a Cu(II) acetate aqueous solution at RT. Cu(I)-MOR was 
obtained by heating at 400 °C in vacuum the 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) material and by cooling the sample 
to RT after the thermal treatment while keeping it under vacuum for the XAS measurements in an ad 
hoc cell. Cu(II)-MOR is the XANES collected for each experiment in He at 200 °C after O2-activation 
at 500 °C. This step is representative to the Cu(II) species just before the CH4-loading step. 

Each experimental XANES, μEXP (E), was fitted as a linear combination of the three reference 
XANES spectra, μi

REF (E), i.e.: μLCF (E) = Σiwi μi
REF (E), optimizing the weights wi for each reference 

spectrum. LCF was performed by setting the total sum of the weights to unity, Σiwi = 1. For each 
analysed scan, the corresponding LCF R-factor was computed as  

Σj [μEXP
,j (E) – μLCF

,j (E)]2/ Σj [μexp
,j (E,)]2, 

where j denotes each experimental point in fitted energy range, (8970 − 9020) eV; R-factor = 0 

corresponds to the ideal reproduction of the experimental curve: μEXP (E)  μLCF (E). 

2.4 Productivity evaluation by fixed-bed reactor laboratory tests 

We employed laboratory bench reactor tests in order to evaluate the normalized CH3OH productivity 
for the two materials under the same LP and SP conditions adopted in the operando XAS experiments 
(Figure 1). The investigated Cu-zeolites were tested for the stepwise DMTM conversion in a quartz 
plug flow reactor of 6 mm internal diameter, using 100 mg of pelletized samples (425 to 250 µm). 
The reactor was heated by a tubular oven, with a thermocouple inserted in a capillary quartz tube in 
the middle of the sample bed for temperature control. Total flow rate for all the DMTM steps was 15 
ml/min. The quantification of the products was performed online during steam-assisted extraction 
with a Hewlett Packard 6890/5972 GCMS.  

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Operando XAS at key process steps: an overview on the impact of conditions and composition 

We first focus on a comparative overview of the operando XAS spectra collected at the key steps of 
the DMTM conversion process for the four combinations of composition/conditions (Figure 3). These 
are obtained by monitoring 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) and 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) materials during the applied 
reaction protocols, different in the duration of O2-activation and CH4-loading steps (see insets of 
Figure 3a,c and Section 2.2 for details). Under both conditions 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) significantly 
outperforms 0.36Cu-HMOR(11): it produces 0.11 or 0.47 mol CH3OH/mol Cu at the SP and LP 
conditions, respectively, vs 0.07 or 0.25 mol CH3OH/mol Cu for 0.36Cu-HMOR(11), as summarized 
in Table 2 (values from laboratory tests using the same fixed bed reactor and testing rig).  
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Table 2 also reports the mol CH3OH/mol Cu evaluated from on-line MS data during operando XAS 
under the SP conditions. For consistency, in subsequent analyses we used for both LP and SP the 
laboratory data obtained with the same reactor and test rig. Nonetheless, the performance evaluated 
from on-line MS is in good agreement with laboratory results. This comparison corroborates the 
validity of correlations between the XAS results and the normalized productivity assessed into 
independent laboratory tests.  

Table 2. Summary of the DMTM performance for the two Cu-MOR samples (mol CH3OH /mol Cu), evaluated 
under the SP and LP conditions in the same fixed-bed reactor (‘lab.’ labels). For the SP protocol, the values 
obtained from MS data collected during operando XAS (‘operando’ label) are also reported for comparison. 

Sample 
Norm. productivity (mol CH3OH/mol Cu) 

SP, lab. SP, operando LP, lab. 

0.36Cu-MOR(11) 0.07 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.02  0.25 ± 0.03 

0.18Cu-HMOR(7) 0.11 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.06 

 

Figure 3 shows the spectra collected at 500 °C in O2 at the end of O2-activation step, as well as after 
the samples have been cooled to 200 °C in O2 and flushed with He, prior to interaction with CH4. 
Scans collected at the end of the CH4-loading step (120 or 360 min for SP and LP, respectively) and 
steam-assisted CH3OH extraction (60 min in both protocols) are also reported. 

In agreement with the abundant XAS literature on Cu-zeolites [11, 12, 28, 36-40], O2-activation at 
500 °C in all cases results in a largely dominant Cu(II) oxidation state. The observed XAS features 
are consistent with tridentate O-ligated Cu(II) units, located at well-defined ion-exchange sites in the 
zeolite framework. A well-defined second-shell peak stemming from Cu-Al/Si and Cu-Cu (for multi-
copper species) scattering is also evident in the EXAFS of the two samples at the end of O2-activation 
(bottom insets in Figure 3).  

Only subtle modifications are observed in the XAS spectra at the end of the O2-activaton step, as a 
function of both the compositional and process parameters (red and purple curves in Figure 3). 
Nonetheless, it is clear that certain differences exist, especially in the XANES white line (WL) region 
(see insets of Figure 3b,d). During both SP and LP protocols, 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) shows a higher WL 
intensity, pointing to an higher first-shell coordination number. 

Advanced experimental and analytical approaches would be required to discriminate the XAS 
signatures of different Cu(II) species co-existing in Cu-MOR after O2-activation. The data reported 
here indicate that conventional XAS can detect minor modifications but is not sensitive enough for a 
quantitative assessment of Cu(II) speciation following high-temperature O2-activation. With this 
respect, high energy-resolution X-ray spectroscopy at an undulator source [41, 42], aided by statistical 
analysis and multivariate curve resolution [43, 44] has proven to be a viable approach [16], in 
combination with site-selective spectroscopies (e.g. UV-Vis and r-Raman [27, 45, 46]).  

Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that longer O2-activation time during LP, diminishes the gap in 
the WL intensity between 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) and 0.36Cu-HMOR(11). This observation is consistent 
with slow re-organization of Cu-species during the high-temperature O2-activation step, 
progressively converting inactive Cu-species into active ones. These processes are expected to have 
only a minor impact on the average XAS signal, due to the similarity in the XAS signatures of the 
involved Cu(II) species. Conversely, they have a drastic impact on the material productivity as 
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demonstrated by a more than triple CH3OH productivity per mol Cu under LP conditions with respect 
to the SP ones for both samples (see Table 2). 

Furthermore, XAS indicates changes in the coordination of Cu ions while the materials are cooled to 
200 °C in O2 and flushed with He prior to CH4-loading (grey curves in Figure 3). Indications are an 
additional increase of the WL in the XANES and of the first-shell peak in the EXAFS spectra beyond 
the expected decrease in the thermal contributions to the Debye-Waller factors from 500 °C to 200 
°C. The exact origin of these modifications, also detected in Cu-CHA [12], is still to be clarified. 
Possible mechanisms could involve thermal-induced modification in the coordination mode of O2 in 
Cu(II)/activated-O2 complexes (typically, an end-on to side-on coordination swap), as well as a 
reduced mobility of the cations [47] as a consequence of the lower operation temperature. Both 
translate in a more uniform coordination environment over macroscopic sampling time. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a, b) Cu K-edge XANES spectra for (a) 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and (b) 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) at key steps 
during the DMTM process carried out under the SP conditions. The inset of part (a) summarizes the duration 
of O2-activation and CH4-loading steps in the SP; the inset of part (b) compares the XANES spectra of the two 
materials after 90 min in O2 at 500 °C, after cooling down to 200 °C and flushing the system with He in the 
white-line region. (c, d) As parts (a, b) but under the LP conditions. In all the panels, the bottom insets report 
the FT-EXAFS spectra corresponding to the XANES ones reported in the main panels, using the same colour 
code. FT-EXAFS were obtained by Fourier transforming the k2χ(k) spectra in the (2.4-8.7) Å-1 range for SP 
experiments (parts a, b) and (2.4-11.0) Å-1 range for LP experiments (parts c, d); due to the different FT k-
ranges, only a qualitative comparison between the EXAFS spectra collected under LP and SP conditions is 
possible. The characteristic XANES peak at ca. 8282.5 eV assigned to 1s → 4p transition in Cu(I) species is 
highlighted by dashed grey vertical bars. 
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The pronounced modifications occurring in the XAS during the CH4-loading and steam-assisted 
CH3OH extraction step, reflecting Cu(II) to Cu(I) reduction and subsequent hydration phenomena, 
greatly facilitate the identification of the different Cu species present, as well as the quantitative 
determination of their concentration profiles during the experiments. 

From the overview reported in Figure 3, it is clear that, in all the cases, a Cu(I) species are formed 
during CH4-loading at 200 °C (green curves). This is evidenced by the development of a rising-edge 
peak at ca. 8983 eV, assigned to 1s → 4p transitions in Cu(I) centres and is consistent with previous 
studies on Cu-zeolites [48-50] and, in particular, on Cu-MOR [11, 13, 28, 38, 44]. Importantly, while 
the energy position of the Cu(I) peak (together with the overall spectral shape) is conserved 
throughout the four experiments, its intensity shows important variations as a function of composition 
and reaction protocol. These evidences indicate that, most likely, the same Cu(I) species are formed 
irrespectively of the compositional/process parameters. However, the process parameters varied in 
the protocols drastically alter the Cu(I) concentration in the materials, in the same way as they do for 
the CH3OH productivity per Cu.  

Combining the most favourable compositional characteristics of 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) with the LP 
protocol (Figure 3d), a very well developed Cu(I) state is observed after 360 min in CH4 at 200 °C. 
This is a highly desirable condition for an absorbing-atom-averaged technique such as XAS to 
reliably assess the chemical nature of the Cu(I) moieties formed in parallel to the activation of CH4. 
In particular, both the characteristic features in the XANES and the erosion of the second-shell peak 
in the EXAFS point to a quasi-linear, isolated Cu(I) site. At the end of steam-assisted extraction, the 
presence of hydrated Cu(II) ions is always observed and corroborated by the almost complete lack of 
the second-shell peak in the EXAFS. These modifications are accompanied by an apparent decrease 
of the normalized XANES intensity at the energy position of the Cu(I) fingerprint peak. 

Further insights in the redox and structural dynamics involving Cu-ions during the CH4-loading and 
the steam-assisted extraction steps will be presented in the following section by applying LCF 
analysis to time-resolved XANES collected under the SP and LP protocols. 

3.2 Cu redox dynamics during CH4-loading and steam-assisted CH3OH extraction 

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the Cu K-edge XANES spectra for the four combinations of 
compositions/protocols (SP, LP) explored in this study during the CH4-loading and steam-assisted 
CH3OH extraction steps, collected isothermally at 200 °C.  
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Figure 4. Time-resolved Cu K-edge XANES spectra collected during the CH4-loading and the steam-assisted 
CH3OH extraction steps over two Cu-MOR samples under the SP and the LP conditions. (a) 0.36Cu-
HMOR(11) and (b) 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) under the SP conditions, ca. 2 min/scan; (c) 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and 
(d) 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) under the LP conditions, ca. 15 min/scan. For each sequence, the first spectrum reported 
in grey is collected at 200 °C in He flow, after O2-activation and just before starting the CH4-loading step, 
while the second one corresponds to the He flush separating the CH4-loading (green curves) and the extraction 
(blue curves) steps. 

 

The progressive development of the characteristic Cu(I) peak at ca. 8983 eV as a function of the 
interaction time with CH4 (green curves in Figure 4) can be appreciated in the different time-frames 
adopted for operando XAS experiments using the SP (Figure 4a,c) and the LP (Figure 4b,d) protocol. 
Simultaneously, the WL intensity diminishes, in agreement with an average decrease in the first-shell 
coordination number of Cu ions (conversion of three-fold coordinated Cu(II) into two-fold 
coordinated Cu(I), consistent with the EXAFS results in Figure 3). Once steam is admitted to the 
reactor, the XANES is promptly perturbed (blue curves in Figure 4). A higher WL feature, peaking 
at ca. 8985 eV and a smoother rising-edge region are characteristic for the conversion of under-
coordinated framework-interacting Cu(II) species into pseudo-octahedral Cu(II) aquo-complexes, 
highly mobile within the zeolite pores. 

We have applied LCF analysis to evaluate the time-dependent concentration profiles of the different 
Cu-species simultaneously contributing to the operando XANES dataset in Figure 4. This method 
has been largely employed in recent studies to monitor redox processes in Cu-based catalysts [12, 13, 
28, 51-55]. Although the simple LCF approach is unviable to distinguish between the Cu(II)-oxo 
moieties formed after O2-activation, it has provided reliable results in the analysis of Cu-speciation 
during CH4 activation at Cu active sites and subsequent steam-assisted CH3OH extraction [12, 28].  

Figure 5a reports the three reference XANES spectra used for LCF analysis (see also Section 2.3 for 
details). They are representative of solution-like Cu(II) aquo complexes (Cu(II)-hyd, blue curve in 
Figure 5a); composition/protocol-specific framework-interacting Cu(II) species present in the system 
before interaction with CH4 (Cu(II)-MOR, black curve in Figure 5a) and Cu(I) species stabilized on 
the MOR zeolite (Cu(I)-MOR, red curve in Figure 5a). The validity of the applied three-component 
LCF model is exemplified in Figure 5b,c, comparing two representative experimental scans with their 
corresponding LCF best-fit curves and LCF residuals.  

 
Figure 5. (a) Reference XANES spectra employed for LCF analysis of the time-dependent XANES data, 
comprising hydrated Cu(II) aquo-complexes (blue); framework-coordinated Cu(II) species present at 200 °C 
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after O2-activation (black); Cu(I) species (red); [Cu(I)(NH3)2]+ linear complex (dashed orange line, reported 
for comparison). (b) Example of LCF quality obtained for the operando XAS spectrum of Cu-MOR during 
the CH4-loading. (c) same as (b) for steam-assisted extraction step of the DMTM process. For each selected 
example, the figures report the experimental spectrum (coloured circles) in comparison with its best-fit curve 
(grey line), the scaled components, using the same colour code as in part (a), and the LCF residuals (light grey 
curves at the bottom of the plots). 

 

The quasi-linear nature of the Cu(I)-MOR state is demonstrated by the peculiarly high intensity of the 
Cu(I) 1s→4p peak [56, 57] as well as by the similarity with the XANES of the [Cu(I)(NH3)2]+ linear 
complex [53, 58-60] (reported in Figure 5a for comparison). Interestingly, a preference for quasi-
linear coordination (Ofw−Cu(I)−Ofw bond angles around 150°, where Ofw indicate O atoms of the 
zeolite framework) has been predicted from DFT for Cu(I) ions in the 10-member ring of ZSM-5 
[61], and later extended to the coordination motif of Cu(I) in the 8-member side-pocket window in 
MOR [45].  

Figure 6 summarizes the LCF results, reporting the concentration profiles for the three kinds of Cu-
species included in our model as a function of the experiment time during CH4-loading (green areas), 
He flush (grey areas), and steam-assisted extraction (blue areas). LCF R-factor values (also plotted 
in Figure 6) are always below 4 x 10-4 and thus corroborate the validity of the adopted analysis 
approach. 

 
Figure 6. Time-dependent concentration profiles of different Cu-species during CH4-loading and extraction 
steps (reported as fraction of total Cu, left ordinate axis) evaluated from XANES LCF analysis for the four 
combinations of composition/reaction protocol investigated in this work: (a) SP over 0.36Cu-HMOR(11); (b) 
SP over 0.18Cu-HMOR(7); (c) LP over 0.36Cu-HMOR(11); (d) LP over 0.18Cu-HMOR(7). The LCF R-factor 
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is reported in each panel (grey symbols, right ordinate axis). In some case the statistical error bars are smaller 
than the adopted symbol size. 

 

The qualitative considerations presented above on the impact of composition and process steps 
duration on the reactivity are fully confirmed by the quantitative LCF results. In particular, a higher 
fraction of Cu(I) is formed during interaction with CH4 under LP conditions at the expense of the 
Cu(II)-MOR component. The concentration of Cu(I)-MOR peaks to 42% and 66% of total Cu content, 
for 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and 0.18Cu-HMOR, respectively, whereas it decreases to 22% and 30% if 
the SP is employed over the same two materials. From these values, it is clear that the compositional 
characteristics of 0.18Cu-HMOR(7) which promote the highest productivity per Cu, equally favour 
a more pronounced Cu(I) development during CH4 activation.  

Notably, the LCF analysis of the available time-resolved data allows to monitor the dynamics of the 
Cu(II) to Cu(I) reduction process. The time-dependent concentration profiles for Cu(I)-MOR in 
Figure 6 evidence how the maximum Cu(I) development occurs relatively early in the CH4-loading 
step and is reached earlier for 0.18Cu-HMOR(7). Then the concentration of Cu(I)-MOR stabilizes 
indicating a saturation of the reactive Cu-sites formed during the O2-activation step, to a much larger 
extent under the LP conditions. Once maximum Cu(I) development is reached, a slight decrease of 
Cu(I) fraction with time can be appreciated, counterbalanced by an increment in the fraction of Cu(II)-
MOR. This effect becomes more pronounced once CH4 is removed from the gas feed and the system 
is flushed with He prior to steam admission. The observed growth of Cu(I) can be safely connected 
with the molecular events yielding CH4 activation at a Cu-site. However, it is still unclear how stable 
is the thus formed Cu(I) and how it interacts within the reaction environment. With this respect, Cu(I) 
disproportionation to Cu(0) and Cu(II) species can be excluded based on the absence of any trace of 
Cu(0) in the XANES. During the CH4-loading step, LCF also indicates minor fractions (< 10% total 
Cu) of Cu(II)-hyd, similarly to what was observed in previous studies for both Cu-MOR and Cu-CHA 
[12, 28]. This suggests that during interaction of the O2-activated material with CH4 (with possible 
overoxidation of the latter), small quantities of H2O might be produced, which might slowly interact 
with the Cu(I)-MOR species present in the system. 

Not surprisingly, the concentration of Cu(II)-hyd abruptly increases as soon as steam is introduced. 
Importantly, the initial growth step in the fraction of Cu(II)-hyd is mirrored by a negative step in the 
concentration of Cu(II)-MOR. This indicates that, once steam is admitted to the sample at 200 °C, 
some Cu(II)-MOR species are prone to be immediately hydrolysed. The time evolution of the Cu(I)-
MOR component monitored during extraction is completely different. In qualitative agreement with 
the results by Sushkevich et al. [13], it undergoes a slow and gradual decrease with time, resulting 
after 60 min of extraction in the loss of ca. 20% (LP) and 60% (SP) of the Cu(I) present before H2O 
admission in 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and of ca. 10% (LP) and 20% (SP) in 0.18Cu-HMOR(7).  

3.3 Mechanistic insights from operando XAS 

The fractional contributions from the different types of Cu species estimated by XANES LCF can 
quantitatively be correlated to the CH3OH productivity. Crucially, these have to be evaluated under 
the same reaction conditions if quantitative relationships between Cu-speciation and activity are to 
be obtained. To this aim, we have plotted in Figure 7a the mol CH3OH/mol Cu vs the maximum Cu(I) 
fraction detected during the CH4-loading step for each of the four composition/protocol combinations 
examined in this study (points A-D in Figure 7a).  
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The four experimental points indicate a positive linear correlation between the normalized 
productivity and the relative abundance of Cu(I)-MOR species formed during CH4-loading, best-fitted 

by a y [mol CH3OH/mol Cu] = (0.9  0.1) x [mol Cu(I)/mol Cu] – (0.14  0.03) trend-line. The linear 
fit provides a very good model to describe our experimental observations, resulting in an adjusted R2 
= 0.953. Thus, the fraction of Cu(I) formed when the O2-material is exposed to CH4 is demonstrated 
to be a good, spectroscopically accessible, descriptor of the CH3OH productivity per Cu. This general 
result is in agreement with the recent work by Newton et al. [30], where, on the basis of own and 
literature data for different Cu-zeolites evaluated under both high-temperature and isothermal/high-
pressure approaches to DMTM, the authors also correlate the XANES-derived fraction of Cu(I) and 
the methanol productivity assessed in independent laboratory tests.  

 
Figure 7. (a) Correlation between the maximum fraction of Cu(I) detected by XAS during the CH4-loading 
step and the CH3OH productivity per Cu for the four combinations of compositions/protocols explored in this 
work. For consistency, for all the experimental points, the CH3OH productivity per Cu is obtained from 
laboratory tests in the same fixed-bed reactor under the same conditions as operando XAS experiments (see 
Table 2, ‘lab.’ values). (b, c) Comparison between Cu-speciation from XANES LCF at the SP conditions (top 
panels) and on-line MS profiles for H2O, CH3OH, CH3OCH3 (resulting from the condensation of two CH3OH 
molecules) and CO2 simultaneously collected along steam-assisted CH3OH extraction during operando XAS 
(bottom panels), for (b) 0.36Cu-HMOR(11) and (c) 0.18Cu-HMOR(7). The grey arrows mark the peak in 
CH3OH release. 

 

Some considerations on the best-fit line in Figure 7a can provide preliminary insights on the DMTM 

reaction mechanism over the investigated Cu-MOR materials. The obtained slope of (0.9  0.1) - very 
close to unity - suggests that for a single CH3OH molecule produced in the DMTM process over the 
investigated materials, one Cu ion gets reduced to Cu(I). Assuming a mono(µ-oxo) dicopper(II) active 
site [12, 13, 16, 28, 45], this observation suggests a mixed-valence Cu(II)/Cu(I) configuration upon 
(µ-O) methylation, such as in Z[Cu(I)(OCH3)Cu(II)]Z (where Z denotes coordination to two zeolite 
framework oxygen atoms Ofw in the proximity of a charge-balancing Al at a T-site). Furthermore, the 
best-fit line has a negative intercept of – 0.14 mol CH3OH/mol Cu. This translates in a ca. 15% 
Cu(I)/total Cu offset detected in correspondence of a null CH3OH productivity (orange arrow in 
Figure 7a). This offset could be connected with (i) COx species extracted during steam-assisted 
extraction as CH3OH overoxidation products (setting the selectivity in the 80 – 90% range) and (ii) 
direct oxidation of CH4 to CO and CO2 during CH4-loading, both producing a Cu(I) ion without 
contributing to the CH3OH yield per Cu considered in our correlation.  
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The formation of Cu(I) during the CH4-loading step is well documented in the literature on DMTM 
over Cu-zeolites [11-13, 28, 30]. However, in most cases, a limited development of Cu(I) (typically 
up to ca. 30% total Cu) is observed in the XANES. Consistently, only minor modifications are 
detected in the EXAFS, leading to the working hypothesis of a substantial conservation of the di-
copper active-site structure during CH4 activation and stabilization of methyl groups. This appears in 
contrast with the XAS results obtained here under conditions allowing an optimal development of 
Cu(I), as well as a higher CH3OH productivity per Cu. The typical XANES fingerprints of a quasi-
linear two-fold coordinated Cu(I) (see Figure 5a,b) and the pronounced erosion of the second-shell 
peak in the EXAFS (see bottom inset of Figure 3d) both support opening of the Cu-(µ-O)-Cu bridge 
in mono(µ-oxo) dicopper cores upon (µ-O) methylation, together with important rearrangements in 
the coordination of the Cu(I) ion to the framework. A possible scenario could involve the di-copper 
core dissociation into proximal Cu(I)/Cu(II) units, e.g. a bare ZCu(I) ion and a methoxide 
Z[Cu(II)(OCH3)] complex.  

Additional indications can be obtained by matching the XANES LCF results during steam-assisted 
extraction with the corresponding on-line MS profiles, here obtained with suitable quality under the 
SP conditions (Figure 7b,c). The presence of two distinct processes triggered by H2O during the 
extraction step has been already discussed in Section 3.2. These include: (i) a quick hydrolysis of 
Cu(II)-MOR species to Cu(II)-hyd. ones (occurring within 20 min of extraction in both the 
investigated samples, see top panels in Figure 7b,c); (ii) a gradual diminution of the Cu(I)-MOR 
contribution, becoming appreciable only after 40 min of extraction at the SP conditions. The MS peak 
corresponding to CH3OH release is synchronized with the first process, as highlighted by vertical 
grey arrows in Figure 7b,c. These results suggest that the adsorbed intermediates formed during CH4-
loading are released and converted to CH3OH during the hydrolysis of a Cu(II) species, such as the 
Z[Cu(II)(OCH3)] complexes rather than in connection with the H2O-mediated re-oxidation pathways 
yielding the slow decay of the Cu(I) component.  

Taken together, operando XANES, EXAFS and on-line mass spectrometry are able to provide 
significant mechanistic insights into the stoichiometric DMTM reaction over Cu-MOR, to be further 
deepened in future experiments and validated against computational analysis. 

4 Conclusions 

In this work we have applied operando XAS to shed light on the stepwise DMTM conversion over 
Cu-MOR zeolites. We have explored in detail the influence of the reaction conditions (short vs long 
protocols) for two Cu-MOR materials yielding a markedly different performance in DMTM (roughly, 
a factor of two in normalized CH3OH yield, if tested under the same conditions). While the duration 
of O2-activation and CH4-loading steps is known to drastically impact the CH3OH productivity, we 
have provided here direct evidence of how these process parameters drive Cu-speciation along the 
reaction cycle.  

Subtle differences in the XANES and EXAFS spectra of the two materials after O2-activation indicate 
coexistence of both active and inactive Cu(II) species. XAS also supports rearrangement of the local 
coordination environment and siting of framework-coordinated Cu(II) ions during prolonged 
oxidizing treatment at 500 °C, as well as during the subsequent cooling step to 200 °C. Much more 
pronounced modifications are observed during the CH4-loading step and subsequent steam-assisted 
CH3OH extraction, facilitating the quantitative evaluation of Cu-speciation from operando XAS. 
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With this respect, LCF analysis of time-dependent XANES has allowed us to discriminate among the 
different Cu-species present in the reaction mixture, as well as to quantify their concentration profiles. 
The CH3OH yield per Cu (evaluated at the same conditions as used for XAS) and the maximum 
concentration of Cu(I) formed during the CH4-loading step show a direct linear correlation, with a 

slope compatible with unity (mol CH3OH extracted / mol Cu(I) formed during CH4 activation  0.9). 
Notably, the linear relation between the two materials’ Cu(I) contents is independent of the applied 
reaction protocol (SP and LP). It also accurately models experimental data obtained using different 
setups (capillary with powder vs reactor cell with self-supporting pellet - shown to mutually possess 
both pros and cons when employed to study the DMTM reaction over Cu-zeolites). 

The fraction of Cu(I) formed when the O2-activated material is exposed to CH4 is proven to represent 
a spectroscopically-accessible descriptor of the CH3OH productivity per Cu. Under the most 
favourable compositional and process parameters (0.18Cu-HMOR(7), LP), we detect up to 66% of 
Cu occurring as quasi-linear Cu(I) species. The correspondent EXAFS spectrum indicates important 
modifications in the Cu active-site structure upon CH4 activation and stabilization of reactive 
intermediates. A direct comparison between on-line MS data and XANES LCF results during steam-
assisted extraction suggests that CH3OH stems from the hydrolysis of a Cu(II)-methoxide adduct 
rather than from the decay of the Cu(I) component, evolving on a slower time-scale.  

On the methodological ground, this work underlines how it is possible to establish quantitative 
correlations by adopting the same DMTM reaction conditions for both spectroscopy and productivity 
evaluation. With this respect, the time limitations generally associated with synchrotron experiments 
appear in conflict with the prolonged interaction times required to boost DMTM productivity. 
Nonetheless, the results obtained here demonstrate how certain Cu-speciation-activity relationships 
are conserved under different reaction protocols, over a wide productivity range. While LP conditions 
ensure a ‘cleaner’ spectroscopic response, shorter experiments can still provide valuable information, 
as long as the productivity is evaluated under the same protocols. The spectroscopic and mechanistic 
insights reported here contribute to advance in the fundamental understanding of DMTM conversion 
over Cu-MOR and, more generally, of redox chemistry in Cu-exchanged zeolites.  
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